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CREDIT INSURANCE*
JOHN HANNA

I. INTRODUCTION

Insurance is a method of diminishing loss to an individual by
spreading this loss throughout the community. It is obvious that
insurance will be chiefly useful in situations where loss is possible,
but not inevitable, and in circumstances where the cost of the
insurance is very much less than the benefit which will be derived
in the event of loss. If general losses are inevitable and especially
if these losses are apt to occur simultaneously the insurance scheme
is not apt to be practicable because unless the rates are prohibitive
the insurance fund will prove inadequate. These considerations
make any proposal for the general insurance of all credits chimerical. Credit insurance, which is the subject of this discussion, is
utilized only in respect to a fairly narrow class of credits. Moreover, credit insurance, as indeed is true of all insurance, has no
particular importance for the larger industries whose practice of
establishing reserves is a type of self-insurance.
The characteristic of modern commercial life is the delivery
of commodities in the present for payment in the future.' A
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system of business on credit requires the segregation of potential
debtors according to their desirability as credit risks. In the last
analysis the controlling factor in this segregation is the judgment
of the creditor as to the ability and intention of the proposed
debtor to meet his future obligations. At best, such judgment
must fall short of scientific precision. Credit losses are therefore
inevitable. 2 The importance of credit losses to our commercial
system is strikingly demonstrated by a comparative study for the
ten year period ending 1921. This study was made under the
auspices of the Federal Reserve Board and shows the credit loss
of wholesale merchants on goods sold and the fire loss for the
same period to all merchants, railroads, owners of timber lands,
and householders combined. The credit loss surpassed the fire
loss by a considerable amount. 3
II.

AMERICAN DOMESTIC CREDIT INSURANCE

The first American attempt to mitigate the effects of credit
losses by an insurance scheme seems to have been made in 1837
by William L. Haskins. 4 Mr. Haskins's enthusiasm was not
infectious and it was not until the end of the nineteenth century
New York, New Jerthat insurance was available to creditors.'
sey and Louisiana in 1885 and 1886 passed the first statutes per' Studies of the causes of business failures indicate that over a period of
years approximately 8o per cent. of the failures are due to personal causes, such
as inexperience, incompetence, lack of capital, unwise credit, extravagance, and
fraudulent disposition of property. The remainder of recorded failures have
been due to external causes, such as competition, failures of others, and disasters of various sorts. See ACKERMAN, INSURANcE (1928) 368-369; Credit
Insurance-What it is, published by the Ocean Accident and Guarantee Corporation, Ltd.; REPORT OF THE DONOVAN BANKRUPTCY COaMITTEE, 1930.
' See FederalReserve Bulletin, June 1922, at page 7, for a tabulation of the
results of the study.
'See HASKINS, CONSIDERATIONS ON THE PROJECT AND INSTITUTION OF A
A charter was proposed for a $io,ooo,ooo corGUARANTEE COMPANY (1837).

poration to guarantee notes and contracts and collect debts. Mr. Haskins set
forth his proposal with no little eloquence: ".

. . shall confidence, that noble

feeling of one man towards his fellow-man, be estranged forever, and he again
become, like the idolaters of old, a devoted worshipper at the shrine of Api§;
or, shall it be cherished, as a means of prosperity and wealth, revived and regenerated, as a fruitful source of individual and national happiness."
In certain instances, especially in connection with the shipments through
factors, the creditor was safeguarded against the insolvency of his debtor under a
del credere agency wherein the creditor can look to the agent to meet the debtor's
obligation.
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mitting the incorporation of companies to write credit insurance. 6
An unsuccessful attempt to write credit insurance was made in
New York in 1887. The United States Credit System of New
Jersey was incorporated in New Jersey in 1889. This was the
first company to operate for any length of time, but it could not
successfully meet the emergencies of the depression following the
panic of 1893 and went into a receiver's hands in 1898. The only
company today which confines its business to credit insurance
originated in I89I when the American Indemnity Company was
organized in Louisiana. Following its organization, the United
States Credit System of New Jersey sought an injunction to
enjoin its operation on the theory that the Credit System's patent
rights were being infringed. The injunction was denied on the
ground that the alleged patent was void.7 The panic of 1907
caused the Indemnity Company such heavy losses that the New
York Insurance Bureau found its capital was impaired and required the reorganization of the company in I909. Capital was
reduced from $i,ooo,ooo to $35o,ooo.

The company thereafter

prospered and in 1923 its old capitalization of $i,ooo,ooo was
restored. The Ocean Accident and Guarantee Corporation, Ltd.
entered the credit insurance field in 1895 and the London Guarantee and Accident Company, Ltd. followed in 1905. Ultimately
the National Surety Company also added credit insurance to its
other and varied activities.8 Today statutes permitting the organization of credit insurance companies, and the writing of such
insurance by foreign insurance corporations, are common.9
A policy of credit insurance is a contract under which an
insurance company promises, in consideration of a stipulated pre' For a discussion of the historical development of credit insurance, see

"'Credit Insurance", Federal Reserve Bulletin, June 1922; ACKERMAN AND
NEUNER, CREDIT INSURANCE (1924) ; Ackerman, op. cit. supra note 2.
United States Credit System Co. v. American Indemnity Co., 51 Fed. 751

(N. D. Ill. 1892).

The American Indemnity Co. was succeeded in 1893 by the

American Credit Indemnity Co., incorporated in New York.
' Two other companies, the Southern Surety Co. and the United States Indemnity Co. introduced certain innovations into the form of a credit insurance
policy, but their business life was short.
'Typical statutes are: ME. REV. STAT. (1916) c. 55, 355, subdiv. 9; Mass.
Laws, 1896, c. 175, §47, subdiv. 10; MINN. GEN. STAT. (1894) §§3331-3337;
NEW YORK CoNs. LAWS (1909) C. 28, art. I, § 9, art. 5, §§ 170, 177, 178, as
amended by Laws of New York, 1929, c. 290.
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mium and subject to specified conditions as to amount of credit
and persons to whom the credit is to be extended, to indemnify
the insured against the net excess over normal loss which may
result from the insolvency of persons to whom the insured may
sell commodities in the regular course of business and within the
terms of the insurance contract. The policy insures only against
losses due to insolvency as defined in the policy and arising from
bona fide sales. The policy period is usually one year, the premium is calculated on the basis of gross and specific account coverage, sales volume, and the presence of special privileges or
peculiar hazards. 10 The domestic insurance contract in the United
States and generally is only available to manufacturers and wholesalers. The normal loss, i. e. the loss which regularly occurs as
an incident of doing business, is never insured. If the companies
insured against a certainty, it would merely mean that they added
the amount of the normal loss to the premium which would otherCo-insurance is required on all risks; it
wise be charged."
usually amounts to io% of the net loss less the normal loss on the
acceptable accounts. The intention is that the insurance company
protects only the replacement value of the product, exclusive of
profit. The percentage of profit varies so greatly with different
applicants for insurance that no fixed percentage can eliminate the
recovery of profit in every case. To the extent that the recovery
of profit is eliminated, the moral hazard is reduced, which is the
objective of co-insurance. Every policy specifically fixes the maximum liability for loss from any single account. 12 While the regular credit insurance policy covers only accounts having preferred
0 Besides credit insurance policy, this contract is also called a bond of indemnity and a guarantee of insolvent accounts.
"The normal loss was first calculated on the basis of the experience in the
particular business. In i919 the first manual of credit insurance rates was completed. This manual was revised in 1923. It is based on twenty-five years' experience, including two wars, three periods of business depression, and two
periods of prosperity. Although each policy must be adapted to the particular
case, the policies have a number of general characteristics. The various lines
of business have been classified into five groups according to their risk desirability. The normal loss and premium varies accordingly. See Federal Reserve
Bulletin, June 1922; ACKERMAN AND NEUNER, op. cit. supra note 6.
'The single debtor limit is stated as a certain percentage of the capital
ratings of R. G. Dun & Co., Bradstreet, or one of the specialized trade agencies. It is sometimes possible to obtain higher limits by the payment of an
additional premium.
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credit ratings, it is possible to obtain a combination policy which
will cover both preferred and inferior credit ratings. The premium on the latter policy will be higher, and the maximum single
debtor limits will be lower. The limited policy generally stipulates
also a total provable loss, whereas under the unlimited form all
losses may be proved provided they come within the single account
limit.13
Policies vary as to provisions for collection of past-due
accounts. The collection policy is in two forms, one providing for
optional collection and the other for compulsory collection. The
optional form permits the insured to file with the company for
collection all accounts which are past due for sixty days or less
and such accounts are then considered as insolvent for the purposes
of the policy. Where a past-due account is not filed for collection,
but the debtor becomes insolvent within the period of the policy,
this account also may be filed for collection. This form of policy
limits the insurer to liability for filed past-due accounts and
accounts becoming insolvent during the term of the policy. The
compulsory collection policy form provides that no loss is recoverable unless the account is placed with the insurance company for
collection before the account is past due a specified number of
days, whether the debtor is insolvent or not. The latter form of
policy protects the insured against all covered losses, no matter
when occurring. In other forms of policies the insolvency must
occur within the policy period, unless there is a renewal, in which
case a rider may be affixed to the renewal covering losses arising
4
during the renewal period on sales made in the previous one.'
The following hypothetical case will illustrate an adjustment
made under a typical credit insurance policy."5 A manufacturer
whose gross sales amount to $i,ooo,ooo a year ships $50,0o0 worth
of goods to a merchant with a discount of 2% if the bill is paid
within thirty days. The buyer has a high credit rating and the
The unlimited type of policy seems to have been first used in igi6.
The insurance companies maintain staffs for the collection of such accounts, crediting the assured with the proceeds less collection expenses. See
Report of the New York Insurance Department,March 6, 1922, on the value of
this collection service. An extract from this report is found in Federal Reserve
Bulletin, June 1922, at page 45.
1 This illustration is taken from the Federal Reserve Bulletin, supra note 14.
z,
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policy specifies a maximum single account coverage of $5o,ooo
for such a rating. Three weeks later a receiver is appointed for
the merchant, which constitutes insolvency as defined in the policy.
The co-insurance is figured on the net loss. The net loss is ascertained as follows :16
$50,000

Gross loss covered and proven ................
Less:
(i)

All discounts to which the debtor
would have been entitled had the
debt been paid at the date of insol$1,000
vency .......................
and
thereon
collected
(2) All amounts
all amounts which may have been
5,000
obtained from any other source..
(3) The amount of goods returned or
replevined, when such goods are in
the undisputed possession of the
2,000
indemnified ..................
(4) All amounts mutually agreed upon
I,OOO
as thereafter obtainable .........

Net Loss ...................
lO% co-insurance ...................
Normal loss ........................

9,000
$41,o00

$4,1o0
5,000

9,100

Amount payable under policy.... $31,900

17

"The deductions are made from the gross covered loss and not the gross
loss. The earlier policies were ambiguous on this point. Rice v. National
Credit Insurance Co., 164 Mass. 285, 41 N. E. 276 (1895). Cf. Pringle Bros. v.
Philadelphia Casualty Co., 218 N. Y. I, 112 N. E. 46.5 (i96).
' The illustration cited makes certain assumptions which are obvious from
the account itself. Where the policy is a collection policy, the policy provides
the collection fee may be included in the loss, but where the policy was a noncollection policy, Sloman v. Mercantile Credit Insurance Company, 112 Mich.
2.58, 70 N. W. 886 (1897) held the collection an unprovable loss. Under the
old form of policy the insurer would deduct from the payable loss the value of
any security the insured had. Under the modern policy the company pays the
loss, and takes the security, returning any excess it may realize on the security.
A problem under the old policies was that of prorating security held on a debt
which was not entirely covered. Thus where the maximum single account debt
limit was $io,ooo the actual debt $20,ooo and the security was held at $iooOO
the question arose should the security value be deducted from the gross debt of
$20,000 or be prorated between the covered $ioooo and the uncovered $io,oo.
In two cases on the question the New York Appellate Division reached contrary
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Every policy of credit insurance consists of an application, an
insuring agreement, and certain conditions and stipulations.
Numerous legal problems involving credit insurance have been
passed upon by the courts, although in recent years such cases have
been infrequent.1 8 The first question raised in respect to credit
insurance involved the nature of the contract. In one case the
insurance company, as a defendant, asked the court to resolve a
contractual ambiguity in its favor on the ground that it was a
surety. The particular agreement was in the form of a contract
to purchase from the insured an amount not exceeding $15,000
of uncollectible debts for merchandise sold in the regular course
20
of business. 9 The court held the contract was one of insurance.
The court said:
"Corporations entering into contracts like the one at bar
may call themselves 'guarantee' or 'surety' companies, but
their business is in all essential particulars that of insurers,
who upon careful calculation of the risks of such business
. undertake to insure persons against loss, in return for
premiums . . . Their contracts are, in fact, policies of
insurance, and should be treated as such." 21
In Illinois the question of the nature of the contract arose on
a petition for a writ of mandamus to compel the secretary of state
to issue a certificate of authorization to a corporation undertaking
to indemnify against credit losses. The secretary of state refused
to issue the certificate on the ground that the charter authorizing
results: Talcott v. National Credit Insurance Co., 28 App. Div, 75, 5I N. Y.
Supp. 84 (898), aff'd in 163 N. Y. 577, 57 N. E. 1125 (9oo) (held: security
was to be deducted from the gross debt) ; Goodman v. Mercantile Credit Guarantee Co., 17 App. Div. 474, 45 N. Y. Supp. 5o8 (1897) (the security value was
prorated). The difference in decisions is explicable by the varying language in

the two policies. The modern policy is unequivocal in calling for proration.
" The paucity of recent cases is likely due in part to the long period of
prosperity. Not only were losses to manufacturers and wholesalers comparatively unusual during this period, but in such a period there is a tendency to
compromise disputed points or forego legal advantages.
" The early policies even took the form of agreements to purchase bad debts.
The exclusive form today is that of a promise to indemnify against loss through
insolvency of the debtor.
' Tebbets v. Mercantile Credit Garantee Co., of New York, 73 Fed. 95 (C. C.
A. 2d, 1896).
" Ibid. at 97. Accord: Shakman v. United States Credit System of New

Jersey, 92 Wis. 366, 66 N. W. 528 (I8_6).
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an insurance business was not permitted to a corporation organized
under the law by which the petitioner was qualifying. The Illinois
Court upheld the secretary of state in his contention that the proposed business was insurance.2 2 Whether a specific authorization
in the statute is necessary depends upon the type of insurance
statute in force in the particular state.23 It is not surprising that
there should have been some controversy as to whether the contract of credit insurance should be considered insurance or suretyship. While there are certain similarities between suretyship and
credit insurance, except in the "improved credit risk policy", the
risk in credit insurance is not taken on the basis of who the primary debtor is (which is the ordinary basis of guaranty contracts),
but on the basis of the general reliability of debtors of a certain
credit rating. Moreover, in guaranty cases, it is the debtor who
usually obtains and compensates the guarantor, whereas in credit
24
insurance it is the creditor who procures and pays for the policy.
Insolvency, within the meaning of the modern policies of
credit insurance, includes practically every legal indication of inability to pay, 25 a departure from the earlier conception of insol' People v. Rose, 174 Ill. 310, 5 N. E. 346 (1898). If the insurance statutes
do not authorize credit insurance, the credit insurance contract is void. See also
Claflin v. United States Credit System Co., 165 Mass. 5oi, 43 N. E. 293 (i896).
See Journal of American Insurance, January 1928, at page 25.
See VANCE, INSURANCE (2d ed. I93O) 929 et seq.; RIcHARDs, INSURANCE
(3d ed. 19o9) 656.
The following is the definition of insolvency as set out in a recently issued
credit insurance policy.
The insolvency of a debtor for the purposes of this policy shall be deemed to
have occurred:
(i) If and when a petition in bankruptcy or insolvency is filed by or
against a debtor under the laws of the United States, or any State or Territory thereof, or of the Dominion of Canada;
(2) If and when a debtor makes an offer of a general compromise to
his creditors for less than his indebtedness;
(3) If and when a receiver is appointed for a debtor;
(4) If and when a sole debtor dies or becomes insane;
(5) If and when there is a recording of or taking possession under a
chattel mortgage given by a debtor on his stock in trade;
(6) If and when an attachment or execution is levied on a debtor's
stock in trade;
(7) If and when a writ of execution against a debtor is returned unsatisfied ;
(8) If and when a debtor transfers or sells his stock in trade in bulk;
(9) If and when a debtor absconds;
(IO) If and when a debtor makes an assignment, or a deed of trust,
for the benefit of his creditors;
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vency, which, until the passage of the National Bankruptcy Act
in 1898, was narrowly confined. 26 One problem which confronted
the courts was to decide whether the definition of insolvency in
the credit insurance policies was exclusive or merely illustrative of
instances which would constitute evidences of insolvency. The
decisions, in the absence of words clearly limiting insolvency to the
definition stated in the policy, show a pronounced tendency to hold
that the insolvency insured against is the usual legally defined
insolvency.27 Even where the courts felt bound by the definition
of insolvency in the policy, this definition was liberally construed. 28
The question also arose soon after the establishment of credit
insurance companies as to whether it was sufficient that the sales
(ii) If and when the stock in trade of a debtor is sold under a writ of
attachment or execution;
(12) If and when a confession of judgment is made by a debtor;
(3)
If and when a debtor's business is assigned to or taken over by a
Committee appointed by a majority in number and amount of his creditors ;
('4) If and when the Indemnified files with the Company for collection a claim against a debtor whose account is due and payable at the date
of filing, but not over seventy (70) days past due under the original terms
of sale;
(iS)If the Indemnified files with the Company for collection a claim
against a debtor whose account is more than seventy (70) days past due
under the original terms of sale, and when the Company reports to the Indemnified in writing that the debtor has no property subject to execution
and that the account is uncollectible, such debtor will for the purposes of
this policy be deemed insolvent at the date of such report;
PROVIDED the insolvency, defined under any of the definitions hereinabove enumerated, occurs during the term of this policy, and provided further that the Indemnified has not taken any action with respect to a debtor's
account, either prior to, or subsequent to, the date when filed with the Company, which would operate in any manner against its prompt collection or
the exercise of the Company's judgment upon any proposal made by the
debtor to his creditors, unless the Company's consent thereto in writing is
first obtained.
People v. Mercantile Credit Guarantee Co., 166 N. Y. 416, 6o N. E. 24
(19oi), rev'.q 55 App. Div. 544, 67 N. Y. Supp. 447. The policy involved in this
case contained the following provision: ". . . the term loss sustained by the

insolvency of debtors is agreed to mean losses upon sales made by the insured to
debtors who have made a general assignment for the benefit of creditors".
2 Strouse v. American Credit Indemnity Co., 91 Md. 244, at 26o-26I, 46
Atl. 328, at 330 (i9oo); People v. Mercantile Credit Guarantee Co., supra

note 26. In the latter case, under the policy, one definition of insolvency was
the execution returned unsatisfied. The court permitted the loss to be proved,
although the proof relied upon was an execution returned unsatisfied after the
policy period; the theory of the court was that there was sufficient proof of insolvency during the policy period.
"People v. Mercantile Credit Guarantee Co., supra note 26. Cf. Goodman
v. Mercantile Credit Guarantee Co., supra note 17.
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from which the loss resulted occurred within the policy period, or
whether the insolvency had to occur within the same time limit.
The insured argued that if insolvency must occur during the policy
period there was virtually no coverage on his latest sales. Yet
there seems little doubt that under the modern policies the insol29
vency must occur within the policy period.
Credit insurance policies uniformly make the application a
part of the policy. Since the contract is one of insurance it is not
surprising that much of the litigation has involved questions of
warranty. The courts have unanimously held, in the absence of
a controlling statute, that the statements in the application are
30
warranties.
The principles governing the authority of agents of life and
fire insurance companies seem to prevail in respect to credit insurance. Thus, where an agent modified the requirement of the
'Hogg v. American Credit Indemnity Co., 172 Mass. 127, 5I N. E. 517
(1898) ; Talcott v. National Credit Insurance Co., 9 App. Div. 433, 41 N. Y.
Supp. 281 (I896). Contra: Sloman v. Mercantile Credit Guarantee Company,
112 Mich. 258, 7o N. W. 886 (1897).
In the Massachusetts case Mr. Justice

Holmes speaking for the court said: "We appreciate the small worth or worthlessness of the bond for sales made during the last part of the term covered.
• . . If we could see a reasonable doubt as to the meaning of the words we
would give the plaintiff the benefit of it."

172 Mass. at 128, 51 N. E. at 517.

' American Credit Indemnity Co. v. Carrollton Furniture Co., 95 Fed. iii
(C. C. A. 2d, 1899) (where insured stated his losses for a previous year to
have been $490, whereas in fact they were $i,68o) ; Baer v. American Credit
Insurance Co., 191 N. Y. 540, 84 N. E. iLO9, aff'g II6 App. Div. 233, l N. Y.
Supp. 672 (iqoi) ; Moore & Co. v. American Credit Indemnity Co., 17o App.
Div. N. Y. 66o, I56 N. Y. Supp. 737 (1915). But see Block v. London Guarantee & Accident Co., 216 N. Y. 56o, iii N. E. 241 (1916), rev'g 157 App. Div.
186, 144 N. Y. Supp. 424 (1913)

(five months before application a debtor of

insured had executed deed of trust to plaintiff and other creditors of all his
property, for which creditors discharged the debts. It was known there would
not be a Ioo per cent, satisfaction of the debts, yet plaintiff did not report the
loss, on the ground that the estate was not settled up. The court held that loss
meant what a business man would regard as a loss, and not "non-recoverable"
or "provable loss" and held there was a breach of warranty). See also Tebbets
v. Mercantile Credit Guarantee Co. of New York, supra note 20. The severity
of this rule has been somewhat mitigated by the qualification that while ordinarily the insured must prove fulfillment of all warranties, as to warranties in
the application the insurance company has the burden of alleging and proving
non-compliance. American Credit Indemnity Co. v. Wood, 73 Fed. 8i (C. C. A.
2d, 1896).
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policy in respect to the book in which the insured must be rated,
the modification was held to be controlling. 31
When credit insurance was young the cases that occupied the
most time of the courts were those involving the extent, not the
fact, of liability of the insurer. A New York court, for example,
had to decide whether a payment by an admittedly insolvent debtor
to the insured after the expiration of the policy, but before final
adjustment, was to be deducted from the loss payable. The policy
contained a clause reading: "Final proof of loss shall be forwarded to the central office and the amount due shall be adjusted
and paid within sixty days after receipt by the company." The
court held that the company was not entitled to have the payment
deducted from the loss payable on the theory that the clause fixed
the indebtedness of the company as of the expiration of the policy.
The sixty days were only for the purpose of investigating claims
existing at the expiration date.3 2 This decision seems contrary to
the basic idea of credit insurance, which is indemnity for the loss
sustained.

33

Some of the clauses in the old policies which were designed
to avoid adjustment controversies were not only almost incomprehensible in their own wording, but were frequently inconsistent
with other parts of the policy. One adjustment clause of this sort
is as follows: "To simplify adjustment and avoid disputes it is
agreed that such sum of gross loss shall be the limit to be borne
by the indemnified, as less 25% will equal the agreed amount of
annual net loss, all claims making up such loss to remain the property of the indemnified." The policy also contained a prior clause
which set the normal loss at a specific figure. It seemed impossible
' Shakman v. United States Credit System Co., supra note 21. But see
Moore & Co. v. American Credit Indemnity Co., supra note 30. It is possible to
append a rider covering debtors with blank ratings. For a case interpreting
such a rider see: American Credit Indemnity Co. v. Jung, 195 Fed. 177 (C. C.
A. 5th, 1912).
' Jaeckel v. American Credit Indemnity Co., 34 App. Div. 565, 54 N. Y.
Supp. 505; aff'd in 164 N. Y. 598, 59 N. E. 1124 (igoo).
Modern policies leave no doubt on this point. The customary provision is
that the insured shall assign to the company all accounts allowed in adjustment.
The policy also provides that if the company later collects on such assigned accounts, the company shall return to the insured that part of the collection which
is equal to the co-insurance thereon.
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to state whether the adjustment clause was intended to confirm
or alter the method of computing the normal loss. The courts
generally disregarded the clause on the ground either that it was
patently ambiguous, or that it was inconsistent with another clause
more favorable to the insured.

34

If the insured extends credit in excess of the individual debt
limit, such extension does not preclude proof of the amount owing
from the debtor in question to the extent of the limit agreed upon.35
This rule has been subject to considerable criticism, especially by
Professor Vance who points out that a debtor to whom excessive
credit has been extended presents a very different sort of a risk
than a debtor who has received only the credit justified by his
financial rating.36 It may be observed, however, that the insured
is likely not the only person extending credit to the particular
debtor. Moreover, it would seem unfair to deprive the insured
of the protection for which he has paid merely because, in his
judgment, the debtor is deserving of more generous financial
treatment than is suggested by some rating agency. There seems
no doubt that the rule stated is perpetuated in the language of the
modern credit insurance policies.
It has already been stated that most credit insurance policies
cover only losses due to insolvency occurring during the policy
period. The companies, however, provide conditional back-sales
riders in connection with renewal policies. In some policies backsale coverage, effective on renewal, is provided for in the initial
policy. Under such clauses the question sometimes arises as to
whether the subsequent policy is a renewal, or a new policy. In
two cases where the first policy was prematurely terminated to
facilitate the execution of a new one, two federal appellate courts
reached opposite conclusions.3 7 The date of the subsequent policy
"4Strouse v. American Credit Indemnity Co., supra note 27; Jaeckel v.
American Credit Indemnity Co., supra note 32; American Credit Indemnity Co.
v. Wood, supra note 30. The adjustment problem discussed in these cases has
been almost entirely obviated by the clear statement of the method of adjustment in the present policies.
Shakman v. United States Credit System Co., supra note 21.
VANCE, op. cit. supra note 24, at 931.
Hitners Sons Co. v. American Credit Indemnity Co., 239 Fed. 689 (C. C.
A. 3d, 1917) (held; not a renewal) ; Philadelphia Casualty Co. v. Fechheimer,
22o Fed. 401 (C. C. A. 6th, I915) (held: a renewal).
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in relation to the expiration date of the first policy may furnish a
guide to the solution of the problem of these cases. If the termination of the old policy is only a matter of a comparatively short
time, it is not difficult to interpret the new policy as intended to
be a renewal and to offer the benefit of back-sales coverage. These
back-sales coverage provisions also cause some dispute as to
whether the definition of insolvency and the initial loss provisions
in the renewal policy or in its predecessor are to govern the determination of losses under the back-sales. The courts seem to have
held unanimously that the insolvency and initial loss provisions of
the first policy are controlling.3"
All policies require a preliminary proof of loss to be submitted
within a certain period after the loss is ascertained. Since such
proof is for the purposes of investigation, it need not be legal
proof. 9 A clause barring claims not filed within the specified
period has been held enforceable. 40 Where a member of the insured partnership died after the consummation of sales, but before
the loss, a clause that "in event of failure of, or discontinuance of
business by the indemnified, this bond shall become null and void"
was held inapplicable; discontinuance meant cessation by act of
the parties. 41 The credit insurance policies protect the insurers
against loss resulting only from bona fide sales. A recent decision
has denied recovery for losses where the goods were consigned on
memorandum.

III.

42

AMERICAN EXPORT CREDIT INSURANCE

Export credit insurance presents somewhat different problems
from those found in domestic credit insurance. So far as the
producer is concerned, export transactions are either indirect or
direct. In the indirect transaction the producer establishes contact with the importer through an export commission house or a
' American Credit Indemnity Co. v. Athens Woolen Mills, 92 Fed. 58i (C.
C. A. 6th, i899) ;Philadelphia Casualty Co. v. Fechheimer, supra note 37.
'

American Credit Indemnity Co. v. Wood, supra note 30.

oJaeckel v. American Credit Indemnity Co., supra note 32.
" American Credit Indemnity Co. v. Cassard, 83 Md. 272, 34 Atl. 703
(1896). A modern policy reads, ".. , if insured . . . being a partnership
shall be dissolved, then this policy shall be terminated."
"Goodfriend v. American Credit Indemnity Co., 217 App. Div. 635, N. Y.
Supp. 165, aff'd 244 N. Y. 546, 155 N. E. 891 (1926).
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manufacturer's agent. These commission houses and agents generally either assume or guarantee the credit risk. So far as the
exporter is concerned, his own credit problem is much simplified
if he can deal only with houses of comparatively wide repute and
large financial resources. The direct method, however, seems to
be gaining in popularity. While the credit risk deters direct
exporting, if that burden can be shifted the advantage of direct
contact with the buyer is apparent. If the shipment is on the
basis of cash with order, which is rarely possible, there is no credit
problem at all. If the basis is documents against payment, the
exporter must still incur certain expenses before the documents
are presented. Credit insurance would not be important in this
connection because the only effective insurance would have to cover
default, not because of insolvency, but for commercial reasons.
Of course, if documents are to be delivered against acceptance of
a draft, there is a place for credit insurance to cover the risk of
insolvency between acceptance and payment. The real function of
export credit insurance, however, is to take care of the transactions
on an open account basis. 43 It is true that so long as the importer
can obtain a satisfactory letter of credit, credit insurance is usually
superfluous to the exporter. The letter of credit, however, means
that the importer is financing himself. The irrevocable letter of
credit, like a sale on a cash with order basis, does not really amount
to an extension of credit by the exporter to the importer.
In Germany, at least before the war, the German exporters
offered their export trade acceptances for discount, without recourse. There is little chance that American banks of high standing would ever provide a market for such paper, even if their
credit departments gave them adequate information about the for44
eign buyers.
The Illinois Manufacturers' Association became interested in
export credit insurance at the end of the World War and under its
auspices the American Manufacturers' Foreign Credit Insurance
Exchange was formed in 1921 with one hundred members. Mem' It is sometimes stated that the use of letters of credit makes export credit
insurance unnecessary.
"See (gig) 17 EcoNoitlc WORLD 8o, 92o; LOMAN, THE INSURANCE OF
FOREIGN CREDITS (1923) 26.

CREDIT INSURANCE

bership has rapidly increased until today the Exchange consists of
more than a thousand members including many of the leading
American exporters. 4 ' The organization is a reciprocal mutual.
In the first eight years of its existence, it paid out about $2,000,000

in losses, about i 9 of the business written. 46 The mutual type
of credit insurance organization is of especial advantage to the
export field because it facilitates the exchange of credit information. The Manufacturers' Exchange today has about 350,000
credit files on foreign importers and besides insurance it furnishes
its members a number of trade and market services and cooperates
closely with the Department of Commerce. 47 One of the chief
functions the Exchange is able to render in connection with its
insurance business is in helping its members avoid shipments to
irresponsible buyers. Several hundred thousand dollars in risks
are declined each month.
The Manufacturers' Exchange acts through an incorporated
attorney in fact known as the American Foreign Credit Underwriters, Inc. with which each member contracts. This corporation issues the credit insurance policy. Members are liable for
assessment to the extent of an amount equal to premiums earned,
but no such levy had been made up to January I, 193o and as

the Exchange becomes more firmly established a levy becomes
less likely. A member is under a duty to furnish all of his ledger
and sales experience. Administrative expenses are met by the
retention of 30% of the earned premiums. 48 The Exchange itself
is not a corporation.
'These credit insurance arrangements were consummated by Mr. George
R. Meyercord.
"The Associated Exporters' Foreign Credit Guarantee Exchange was
organized in I92Z Its purpose was to insure the integrity of the sales contract,
as well as against insolvency of the importer. This organization lasted only a
short time. Its sponsors claim that its short existence was not due to the impracticability of its essential idea, but because business was done on too restricted a scale. There is also in this country a type of insurance which covers
specific shipments of certain staple commodities up to seventy-five Per cent. of
the ultimate net loss due to insolvency, provided bills for the shipment had been
accepted.
'The Exchange published a German market guide in 1929 and had previously published a Latin American guide. These guides are kept up to date
by notices mailed to interested members.
"5Management expenses of credit insurance companies usually exceed forty
per cent. SWAIN, EXPORT CREDITS (1925) 128.
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Two general types of policies are written by the incorporated
attorney in fact of the Exchange. If the member offers all his
export shipments for insurance, he will be given ioo% coverage
on all accepted risks; if he selects only certain ones for coverage,
he is required to carry 2o% co-insurance as to all accounts except
those classified in the two highest ratings. The coverage is of the
unit shipment type rather than mass coverage. This "approval"
type of policy is typical of export credit insurance, as distinguished
from domestic credit insurance, where the general policy predominates. The Exchange issues a master policy to the member when
he signs his contract with the attorney in fact. When the member
desires insurance on a specific shipment he makes a "nomination
of shipment", and a rate is quoted by the Exchange. If satisfactory, a negotiable certificate of insurance is issued. The mutual
policy covers only insolvency and "uncollectibility at law". Insurance of the sales contract as such involves an almost incalculable
moral risk. Such insurance would necessitate a completeness of
credit data on both buyer and seller that is far beyond that now
possessed by the Exchange. The duration of the master policy
is one year. The certificate, issued under it, has as an original
period the time when in the normal course of business payment
will be received. Two renewal periods of one month each will be
granted without extra charge. If the matter is still unsettled, the
certificate is renewed monthly, for a stipulated premium, until
notice of payment or other disposition of the account is received;
at the end of the eighth renewal period the risk continues, though
no additional renewal premiums are charged. The insured may
pay a flat surcharge of one-third of the original premiums, in lieu
of monthly renewal charges. The Exchange places a maximum
insurable line on each importer; it will quote a rate on demand as
to any prospective customer of a member so that, on receipt of
order, the exporter will know whether the shipment is insurable.
The policy is payable in the event of insolvency, or if the account
is uncollectible at law.49
"Insolvency is given a nine-fold definition as follows:
i. The aggregate of the property of such debtor at a fair valuation
shall not be sufficient in amount to pay his debts and such debtor

CREDIT INSURANCE

The Exchange also maintains a legal and salvage department,
with many foreign offices. If any account is more than three
months overdue, the member is required to consult with the legal
department. If it appears wise to allow more time, no steps
toward collection are taken. If the account remains unpaid at the
end of the eighth renewal period of the insurance certificate, the
account is taken over by the legal department without expense to
the member. If collected, the proceeds are remitted to the member,
with a deduction of from 10 to 20% for fees. Further details
in respect to the collection of past-due accounts are set out in the
policy. The Exchange formerly required the member to pay a
premium deposit, but at present premiums are charged as earned.
Rates are determined by several factors including the credit status
of the buyer, economic and political conditions of the country to
which shipment is made, and the terms of sale. The Exchange
recognizes ratings AA, A, B, C and D. X means no definite
rating, because of insufficient data and XX uninsurable. The rate
shall have failed to pay his debts as they matured without legal
excuse therefor.
2. The debtor shall have been adjudicated a voluntary or involuntary
bankrupt according to the laws of the country in which the debtor
resides or has his business.
3. The debtor shall have made an assignment of his assets for the
benefit of his creditors.
4. The debtor's stock in trade shall have been sold under a writ of
execution.
5. A writ of execution or attachment in the jurisdiction where the
principal place of business of the debtor is located shall have been
returned unsatisfied.
6. The debtor shall have compromised with a majority in number and
amount of his creditors for less than the amount of his indebtedness
to them.
7. A receiver for the debtor shall have been appointed and confirmed in
a bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding.
8. The debtor shall have transferred or sold in bulk his stock in trade
without having made due and proper provision for the full settlement of his indebtedness.
9. The debtor shall have absconded.
The policy is uncollectible if the legal department of the attorney in fact
shall determine, even in the absence of an overt act of legal insolvency by the
debtor, that litigation would be useless.
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There
table divides the countries of the world into four groupsY
are two sets of rates, depending upon whether the transaction is
on an open account basis, or an acceptance basis. The rate for
the former is about one-fourth higher. The average premium for
original terms is about 1.6% for two months.

North America
Alaska
Canada
Greenland
Newfoundland
South America
Uruguay
Africa
British South
Africa
Canary Islands
Egypt

ROUP I
Europe
Holland
Belgium
Iceland
Czechoslovakia
Ireland
Denmark
Malta
England
Norway
Finland
Scotland
France
Sweden
Germany
Switzerland
Gibraltar
Wales

Australasia and
the Orient
Australia
Dutch East Indies
Federated Malay
States
Guam
Hawaii
New Zealand
Philippine Islands
Straits Settlements

GROUP 2
North America
Mexico
Central America
British Honduras
Costa Rica
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama

South America
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
British
Guiana
Dutch
French
Paraguay
Peru
Venezuela

Africa
Abyssinia
Algeria
Azores
Cape Verde Islands
French West Africa
Kenya

Bulgaria
Danzig
Esthonia
Greece
Jugoslavia
Latvia

West Indies
Bermuda
British
Dutch
Wes
French IIde
U.S.

Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Porto Rico

Borneo
Liberia
Burma
Mauritius
Ceylon
Morocco
India
Nigeria
Tripoli
Tunisia
GROUP 3

Europe
Lithuania
Poland
Portugal
Roumania
Turkey

Europe
Austria
Cyprus
Hungary
Italy
Sicily
Spain

The Orient

Afghanistan
Arabia
China
Mesopotamia

Japan
Siam
South Sea Islands

Palestine
Persia
Syria

GROUP 4
Korea (Chosen), Russia.
Insurance to importers in Group 3 is written only with co-insurance of
from twenty to fifty per cent. and not more than $25,ooo on any one name.
Unless the policy has recently been changed, the Exchange has not written any
insurance for imports to countries in Group 4.
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The Exchange requires immediate notice of insolvency.
Proof of loss must be submitted within ninety days after such
notice, but delay is excused by abnormal conditions or unforeseen
contingencies. In arriving at the net amount due to the member
by the debtor, there is deducted from the face amount of the debt
all discounts to which the debtor had been entitled had the debt
been paid at the date of insolvency. If the debt exceeds the insurance, any salvage is allocated pro rata to the uninsured and insured
portions of the account. The Exchange is subrogated to the extent of payments made to the insured. The Exchange reinsures
a considerable part of its risks.
IV.

BRITISH CREDIT INSURANCE

Credit insurance in Great Britain occupies an even more
modest position in the business life of the commercial community
than it does in the United States. Credit insurance has been
known in England at least since 1853, and even before that the
principles of mutual credit insurance were carried out in the form
of a pooling of credit risks among those engaged in certain trades
where the risk of loss was considerable although large profits were
currently anticipated."' The British Trade Corporation was or" See (i919) 4 U. S. COMMERCE REPORTS I8. The Solvency Mutual Guarantee Co., Ltd., was organized in 1853. It merged in 1856 with the Mercantile
Guarantee & Assurance Co. and apparently its credit insurance ceased. Several
cases in which the Solvency Guarantee Co. was involved, indicate that its rates
were about one-half of one per cent. a year. See Solvency Mutual Guarantee
Co. v. York, 3 H. & N. 588 (1858) ; Solvency Mutual Guarantee Co. v. Froane,
7 H. & N. 5 (1861) ; Solvency Mutual Guarantee Co. v. Freeman, 7 H. & N.
A German-American company in 1889 attempted to insure fifty
17 (1861).
per cent. of bills of exchange against default, but this business was given up
in a comparatively short time. In the early nineties the Securities Insurance
Company made another attempt, but without success, and five other companies
met a similar fate at about the same period. The Excess Insurance Co. Ltd.,
entered the field in 1894 and for a time enjoyed considerable success. Somewhat later the National Union of Bedford, and in I898 the British General
Insurance Co., which is still engaged in writing credit insurance, began to
accept this type of business. A small syndicate at Lloyd's in I896 "made a
book" in credit insurance with some success but subsequent enterprises of the
same sort (lid not result satisfactorily. As a consequence of a failure in 1922,
in which the credit risks in question turned out to be accommodation bills, a
clause was endorsed on all Lloyd's policies to the effect that no policy would
be recognized by the Committee as giving a claim against the funds of the
Undrwriters at Lloyd's, unless it bore the seal of Lloyd's Signing Bureau,
which is not placed on credit insurance policies. The insured therefore would
have only the individual underwriter's liability. See SWAIN, op. cit. supra note
48, at 40.
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ganized in 1917 and the following year established the Trade
Indemnity Company, to which ultimately the Excess Insurance
Company turned over practically all of the latter's credit insurance
business.
English credit insurance policies today seem to be of several
different types. One form of policy insurance is the excess loss
above a certain stipulated normal loss. This type of policy is
common in American domestic credit insurance. Some English
policies also cover the surplus over a fixed amount in respect to
certain accounts, regardless of total losses, or else an agreed pro5 2
portion, perhaps 75% of the net loss on the approved accounts.
In the excess loss policy the insured, in addition to the normal loss,
co-insures each credit to the extent of Io to 2o%.
The English term for the application for a policy is "proposal". 53 The policy may be expressed to cover the losses of a
single year, or of a total turnover if bills are guaranteed. 54 The
only event insured against is insolvency. Insolvency is defined
in the policy of the Trade Indemnity Company as when "an adjudication in bankruptcy has been made or a composition arrangement in legal form has been agreed to by the creditors generally
or a legal assignment has been executed for the benefit of creditors
generally or in the case of a limited liability company an order
has been made for the same to be liquidated either compulsorily
or under supervision or a resolution has been passed in legal form
authorizing voluntary liquidation provided such resolution is not
for the purpose of reconstruction"."
62

See Walker, Credit Insurance as Developed in Great Britain (1924)

ECONOMIC WORLD,
(1923) 42.

114:489;

LOMAN,

THE INSURANCE

OF FOREIGN

CREDITS

'The proposal for specific accounts gives a list of customers with amounts
outstanding on each, the coverage desired and a statement that the applicant
has no knowledge adversely affecting the risk. If a general policy, it will give
the sales for the last five years, the net losses and largest single loss, sources
of credit information and the maximum single credit.

"This type of policy may insure up to two-thirds of the turnover against
ultimate loss.
H. Stanley Spain, the well-known English underwriter, and a specialist
on credit insurance, stated in an address in 1924 that "There is no legal interpretation of what insolvency may mean". SWAIN, op. cit. supra note 48, at 28
states that the clause quoted above was the subject of litigation in Fletcher
Hardware Co., Ltd. v. Trade Indemnity Co., Ltd. The author quotes the
opinion, although asserting that the case is unreported. The case seems to have

CREDIT INSURANCE

If the insurance covers a limited aggregate sale or specific
accounts, the premium will be a flat sum. If a general or excess
loss policy, it will be a percentage of the turnover. There seem to
be no premium rates definitely fixed for all cases. This is doubtless
explained by the fact that reliable financial ratings seem to be nonexistent. This situation makes the approval type of policy almost
a necessity. Premiums in open account policies vary from i to
io%; for bills they average about one-half of i % per month.
When bills are insured the customary protection is against loss
through insolvency within sixty days after maturity. The collection type of policy, which is comparatively popular in the United
States, seems to be little used in England. The current practice
in writing credit insurance in England has been severely criticized
because of the narrow definition of insolvency, the high co-insurance required, and the alleged delay which is frequently attendant
upon the ascertainment of net loss.
The comparatively small significance of private credit insurance in assisting English foreign trade subsequent to the World
War has resulted in the entry of the British Government into this
field of activity. A Parliamentary Committee was appointed in
1925 to consider, among other things, the extent to which export
trade could be stimulated by insuring against the risk of bad
debts. The Committee reported that the existing facilities were
inadequate and were not employed even to the extent of their
In the opinion of the Committee, the greatest deavailability.
mand was not for coverage against so-called catastrophic risk,
been tried before Mr. Justice Bailhache.

The case involved, among other

matters, a claim that the customer had never become insolvent within the
meaning of the policies.

The debtor had made a composition agreement in

the terms of the policy.

The learned justice added, however, "though if one

legal form to which the creditors agreed and which had been sanctioned by a
court. The case held that the insured had made no proof of insolvency within
had to regard the reason of the matter, apart from the construction of the
clause, I should think that the reason of it was in favor of Mr. Sharpe"

(counsel for the insured). An English insurance expert has stated that a
weakness about the English credit insurance policies is that they have not been
in the law courts enough. The policies themselves, however, explain the absence of litigation because they seem generally to contain a clause providing

for determining disputes relating to the policy by arbitration.
'The report of the Parliamentary Committee was published March i,
1926. See, for a discussion of the appointment of the Committee (925)
EcoNoMIC WORLD, 116, p. 204, and for a discussion of the report itself, Spectator, 117, p. 18, August

12, 1926.
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war, etc. but for insurance against bad debts in long term credits.
It believed that a mutual form of organization was best for such
export credit, but recognized that established business practice in
England was hostile to any form of cooperation which involved
the disclosure of trade information. An existing Export Credits
Plan, under the auspices of the Government, was considered by the
Committee to be operated on too narrow a scale to be of much
value. It recommended, however, that the Export Credits Plan
be simplified and expanded. In general it was suggested that rates
vary with individual cases instead of depending upon an arbitrary
division of credit terms over and under a twelve months' period.
The report advised both a scheme of coverage without recourse
up to 75%, and a guarantee with full recourse as well as various
intermediate arrangements. These recommendations were put
into effect July 12, 1926. The Government guarantees the payment, at maturity, of sterling bills drawn on overseas buyers in
connection with the export of goods manufactured wholly or in
part in the United Kingdom on either long or short term credit.
Insurance is available to the extent of 75% and the balance may
be reinsured, if the fact of such reinsurance is disclosed. There
are three classes of guarantees. On March 27, 1929 the original
Overseas Act (an Act adopted in 1920) as modified by the Export
Credits Plan of 1926 was extended so that new guarantees are
available to September 8, 1931 and old guarantees may remain in
force to September 8, 1936.51 It seems doubtful if the British
Government will be permitted by overseas trading interests to
abandon hastily the field of credit insurance to private enterprise.
In the last analysis, private credit insurance companies must be
concerned first to return dividends to their stockholders and not
primarily to assist foreign trade. The solution of the problem
seems to be along the lines of a mutual credit insurance plan, similar to that developed by the American Manufacturers' Foreign
" See Report of the Parliamentary Committee on Industry & Trade, March,
1929. The report states that ultimately some arrangement should be effected
by which private insurance companies would enable English exporters to insure
against losses on credits of from two to five years, particularly affecting certain
commodities which compete with those of other countries, where financial
assistance is alleged to be easier to obtain. The small British exporter is said
to be especially in need of Government assistance.
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Credit Insurance Exchange. 58 Thus far the great British insurance firms have shown little inclination to participate largely in
credit insurance. Unless the traditional attitude of British business men toward mutual disclosure of trade information can be
altered, the situation, from a British standpoint, does not seem to
be particularly encouraging.
V.

GERMAN CREDIT INSURANCE

Credit insurance in Germany remained in the domain of
projects until a comparatively recent date. During the nineteenth
century several attempts to insure credits were made, but these
resulted so unhappily for the companies involved that it was frequently observed "the story of insurance against insolvency, is
itself a story of insolvency". 9 The repeated failures, however,
did not destroy faith in the possibilities of credit insurance and it
is today established in Germany as a valid form of commercial
60
protection.
The German domestic credit insurance contracts do not
greatly differ from the forms used in the United States. The
application for a policy is much like the American application. It
is interesting to note, however, that the German insurance companies apparently are able to charge a small fee for the filing of an
application even if the contract is not consummated. The person
seeking the insurance must disclose to the insurer every material
circumstance which is known to him."'
Credit insurance on
domestic debts is offered in three policy forms. The first, or
individual credit insurance, Ehizel, covers a single specified debt,
"'Supra page 534.
11HERZFELDER, DAs PROBLEM DER KREDITVERSICHERUNG (93).
'0 Besides the proposition in section 187 of the Biirgerlichesgesetzbuch

that
credit insurance must be insurance in the sense of the Versicherungs, Vertragsgesetz of I9oS the code furnishes nothing specifically about credit insurance.
The legal basis of the credit insurance policy is not greatly different from
that of other policies of insurance. See for a discussion of the Objckt (subject), Interesse (insurable interest), Versicheringsfall (contingency), and
Gefahr (risk), 3 Kiscn, HANDBUCH

DES PRIVATVERSICHERUNGSRECHT

(i)

et

seq.; Massmann, Die Kreditersicherungin juristischer Betrachtung (1929) 28
GESAMTE VrERSICHERUNGSWISSENSCHAFT 147-155.

SPIxTSciOVius, DiE KREDITVERSICHERLNG (927)
DE BERMlS, L'AssuRANCE DES CRPDITS (1926) 78.

49 et seq.;

DESTA...E
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or all claims against one specified customer. The general policy,
or Mantel, is an extension of the individual type and covers a
series of named customers of the insured, who are protected to a
specified maximum. The third form is known as block insurance,
or Pauschal;in this form the debts of the insured customers are
covered without reference to their particular rating. Individual
credit insurance is the most widely used form in Germany. It
covers exclusively insurance of debts arising out of the delivery
62
of goods. The contingency is the insolvency of the debtor.
Liability extends only for the period of time provided by the
contract which, as a general rule, is limited to four months. Under
a type of policy in common use the insurer can rescind at any time,
but the rescission is operative only from the time the notice is
effective. Premiums are then due only for the time the policy has
run. The insured must notify the company of threatening or
actual insolvency of the debtor as well as if a debt is not paid at
maturity. Payment by the insurance company generally follows
within six months. If an estimate of the loss cannot be obtained
promptly, 25% of the maximum coverage is paid in advance.
Block or Pauschal insurance is issued only in exceptional
cases to reliable concerns. In this type of insurance careful distinction must be made between old and new customers of the
insured in order to determine the maximum of credit. Block
insurance, as is true of the individual form, covers only claims
arising out of completed deliveries of goods. In both types it is
agreed that the insured must retain a portion of the loss and in
general the insured carries 25% of the claim, which may not be
covered by insurance elsewhere.63
By insolvency the credit insurance companies mean:
i. Bankruptcy or the rejection of bankruptcy by the continuation of
of the insufficiency of assets.
2. The demand of the debtor to obtain a diminution or prolongation of
his debts.
3. When execution against the debtor has been returned unsatisfied or
where the insured can prove that an execution would be unsuccessful.
4. Where the debtor has a transitory or unknown address, and if facts
are produced by the insured showing that an execution or proceedings
in bankruptcy would be unsuccessful.
The principal companies engaged in domestic credit insurance seem to
be the Hermes Kreditversicherungsbank A. G., and the Vaterlindische Kreditversicherungs A. G..
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Export credit insurance, with the support of the German
Government, began in 1926.64 The obvious purpose was to further export trade and improve domestic labor conditions. The
credit insurance plans in operation attempt to improve the condition of the exporter largely by facilitating his borrowing from
those who finance export trade. As in the case of domestic insurance, the insured himself carries not only the normal loss, but is
co-insurer on the excess loss to an amount which may be as high
as one-third. To assist credit insurance companies to meet onehalf of the normal and the catastrophic risks, the Government set
aside a fund of ten million Reichmarks. The so-called Hamburg
plan devised by Hamburg exporters in 1926 is designed primarily
to aid businesses which are in need of credit for export trade.
The arrangement in effect amounts to a sharing of risk by the
credit insurance company and by the bank financing the exporter.
Insurance is limited to two-thirds of the claim, the remaining third
of the risk being borne by the bank which finances the transaction.
The insurance policy is of course assigned to the bank. The
resources of the German government are also to a certain extent
back of credit insurance risks which are brought under the Hamburg plan. The liability of the government in this respect is
limited to a fund of five million Reichmarks. The banks and
credit insurance companies also seem to have the backing, to the
extent of an acceptance of a share of the risk, of certain export
credit associations. The report of the Hennes Company in 1925
welcomed the introduction of government aid because of the risk
of burdensome losses due to political turmoil and other catastrophes.
VI. CONCLUSION

The introduction of this discussion indicated certain essential
limitations of the scope of credit insurance. So far as the United
"Dr. Massmann's two articles, op, cit. supra note 6o, 136-I6o, 243-260 constitute a comprehensive statement of the law and practice of German credit
insurance, both domestic and export.
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States is concerned, domestic credit insurance has not had a very
significant growth in recent years. The four companies doing all,
or practically all, of the domestic insurance business have maintained their position, however, in spite of the severe tests to which
they have been subjected during the course of the last eighteen
months. Losses have undoubtedly been severe and rates have
been raised successively at various times since the sharp decline in
the stock market of October, 1929. Nevertheless one company
reports that it closed more new credit insurance contracts during
January, 1931, than during any preceding January. 65 One striking difference between the present situation of the credit insurance
companies and their situation during the past few years is that
now the pressure is against them to accept new insurance, whereas
in the past the placing of insurance has been rather a matter of
active solicitation by their own agents.
Credit insurance has suffered somewhat from the extravagant
claims made for it by its early sponsors. Claims have been made
that credit insurance, by absorbing the losses of jobber and manufacturer, is an absolute preventive of business depression. It was
also asserted that credit insurance would be a restraining influence
on undue extension of credit, would bring about prompter settlements of accounts, and would enable the insured to obtain better
credit terms from banks and other financing institutions. 0 The
arguments in general were that panics were due to loss of
confidence in credits and that credit insurance would maintain confidence. Credit insurance would restrain injudicious extension of
credit because credit managers would presumably not wish to
exceed the single debtor limits fixed in the credit insurance policies.
Credit insurance would presumably be acceptable collateral for
'It is understood that American companies engaged in credit insurance
have adopted the practice of reinsuring their risks among themselves. The
next report of the New York Superintendent of Insurance which will be issued
in March, i93i, will doubtless throw considerable light upon the effect of the
recent business depression upon credit insurance as well as other insurance
companies.
'See the Bookkeeper & Business Man's Magazne, July 19o4; ibid. December, 19o4.
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bankers' loans. A further advantage of credit insurance was 67
supposed to be its utility in affording a barometer as to the future.
Against the enthusiastic prophesies of the future of American
credit insurance must be set a substantial amount of opinion that
credit in the United States is too risky for credit insurance to
be successful. This opinion contends that the credit insurance is
either unsafe to the companies or the premiums must necessarily
be so large as to be practically prohibitive. The relatively small
amount of business to which credit insurance can apply, makes the
claims of its ability to prevent depression somewhat fantastic.
Far from credit insurance preventing a panic, a panic would be
likely to sweep aside the companies themselves. The restricted
scope of credit insurance in respect to particular risks of a single
business, it is thought, would prevent its having any important
effect upon credit relations. Moreover, it would be unlikely that
any successful business could restrict its credit advancement to the
amounts stipulated in the insurance policies. The utility of credit
insurance policies as collateral would be affected by the existence
of numerous warranties in the policies, the breach of any one of
which would affect the collectibility of the policy. Critics of
credit insurance assert that if the insurance companies prove an
influence for the prompter collection of accounts, the effect would
be harmful to the insured because the companies might not exercise
the tact and intelligence necessary to retain the good will of the
tardy debtor.
As with most controversies the truth apparently lies somewhere between the positions of the proponents and of the harsher
critics. The comparatively small volume of credit underwritings
certainly belies the predictions of its founders in respect to its
ability to prevent business depression. Moreover, as has already
been stated, credit insurance has little appeal to the larger corporations whose activities more and more tend to dominate American
07

In spite of the comparatively small scale of credit insurance business in

the United States it is by no means certain that this claim is not in some degree
substantiated by the facts. It is not unlikely that the statistical staffs of the
credit insurance companies are the first to get a line on domestic business conditions. Were the credit insurance companies more powerful this information
might be utilized very helpfully to prevent b,oms and to enable business men
to prepare for recessions.
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industrial life.68 Nevertheless there is a significant place for credit
insurance in the United States, and if the companies can successfully weather the present financial difficulties they should look forward to a period of further growth and prosperity. With the
improved technique in the establishment of credit ratings and with
the better utilization of available credit information, the future
should bring a scaling down of premium rates on credit insurance
and a more liberal coverage. Otherwise the small firm will find
the premium prohibitive and the larger firms will find selfinsurance cheaper. The United States is doubtless committed to a
policy of business on credit and the inevitability of credit losses
justifies a considerable extension in the scope of domestic credit
insurance. The domestic insurance business seems almost certainly
to belong to the commercial insurance company, whether its activities are solely restricted to credit insurance or not. On the contrary, the export credit insurance seems more appropriately a
function of mutual associations of the insured. 69
' The greatest appeal of credit insurance has been to firms with sales volumes varying" from $300,000 to $2,oo,ooo annually.
' A form of insurance somewhat like the credit insurance policies which
have been discussed is now issued by at least one of the large insurance companies. This is a group policy covering banks making personal loans to individuals on the promissory note of the borrower carrying one or more personal
endorsers. If the experiment of this type of policy is successful it is possible
it may be extended to cover commercial loans on collateral security. This
group policy is somewhat like the block (Pauschal) form of German credit
insurance.

